
Geoarchaeology

Archaeology 438

Section: D100

Term: 2000 Spring

Instructor: Dr. Knut Fladmark
Office:  MPC 9619 and 9620
Office telephone:  291-4883
e-mail:  fladmark@sfu.ca

Morning course, Burnaby campus
Lecture time:  Wednesday 9:30 - 12:20 and Friday 9:30 - 11:20

Discussion Topics: Course description:

This course is an introduction to geoarchaeology and the concept of archaeological sites as 
sedimentary bodies affected by past human activities.

It will be argued that, just as past cultural adaptations need to be understood in relation 
to paleoenvironments, the current "sedimentary contents" and "geomorphic contexts" of 
archaeological sites must be interpreted in relation to the natural land-forming and 
weathering processes which have shaped and altered them during the Quaternary period.

Slide-illustrated lectures will discuss common geomorphic contexts and sedimentary contents 
associated with North American archaeological sites, emphasising their origins and histories 
and their relevance to paleoenvironmental reconstruction.  That will include a review of 
glacial, fluvial, lacustrine, littoral and aeolian land-forming systems operative during the 
late Quaternary, as they have affected the sediments found in, under and around 
archaeological sites.  Later topics will include site stratigraphy, weathering, pedogenic 
processes and soil classification systems, post-depositional turbation phenomena, 
anthropogenic sediments and some basic analytical procedures.

Grading: Four half-hour quizzes, woth 10% each  40%
Essay  30%
Final exam  30%

Required Texts: Waters, Michael R.  1992  Principles of geoarchaeology:  a North American 
perspective  ISBN 0 8165 0989 1  University of Arizona Press, Tucson/London.

Sharp, Robert 1991  Living ice:  understanding glaciers and glaciation  (Out of pri

Recommended Texts: none

Materials/Supplies: none

Prerequisite/Corequisite: ARCH 201-3 (formerly 101-3) and either ARCH 272-3 or 273-3

Notes: Deferred grades will be given only on the basis of authenticated medical disability.

This outline is derived from a course outline repository database that was maintained by SFU 
Student Services and the University’s IT Services Department. The database was retired in 
2014 and the data migrated to SFU Archives in 2015.


